VISITORS ARE PROVIDED WITH TWO OPTIONS FOR SATURDAY VISITS:
Book a private Memorial Garden appointment during 10 - 2pm for you plus additional
family/friends (10 maximum).
Visit during our ‘public open hours’ 2- 6pm during which, the maximum capacity of people
allowed into the garden will be 12 people at one time. Stewards will manage the numbers
and flow of people. Please note, at busy times it might be necessary to queue.
PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING RULES, DESIGNED TO KEEP EVERYONE
SAFE, WHEN VISITING THE MEMORIAL GARDEN AT TYNECASTLE PARK.

Do not visit if you feel unwell or you are living with anyone showing symptoms
(high temperature, persistent cough, changes to taste and/or smell).
Visitors must, when requested, provide us with your contact details. To comply with
government guidelines, we will keep your information securely for 28 days,
at which point it will be destroyed.
Hand sanitising stations are available at the entrance. Please use these on arrival.
One gate is clearly marked as an entrance,and the other as an exit - please adhere
to these signs and utilise the correct gates.
Please observe social distancing rules with all members of the public, stewards and
other visitors while at the Memorial Garden, and be respectful.
We ask that visitors stay no longer than 20 minutes in the garden, to ensure others
have a chance to visit - please enjoy the space and utilise the benches provided,
but be mindful of time.
The Memorial Room and the book of remembrance will unfortunately not be
available at this time for your safety. Please wear weather appropriate clothing as
shelter is limited.
Please do not leave behind any permanent objects - especially hard plastic,
ceramic and tin. If visitors would like to place cut flowers near memorial plaques,
please lean them up against the wall and not directly on the garden area.
THANK YOU

